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The Sturgeon Bay Historical Society today calls on the Sturgeon Bay City            

Council to reject bids in response to a request for proposals for “demolition of              

the granary building and site restoration.” The bid specifications ignore the           

language and intent of the resolution adopted by the City Council on            

November 21, 2017, for the granary to be dismantled and salvaged materials            

saved for up to one year during which time private organizations could come             

forward with proposals to re-construct the granary at its current or other            

locations. The bid specs call for demolition and “salvage” and for site            

restoration. There are no instructions to bidders to ensure the granary can be             

reconstructed at all, much less restored to historic preservation standards. 

 

The City Council adopted two resolutions related to the granary. The           

first, adopted November 7th, provides a 60-day period for the Sturgeon Bay            

Historical Society to propose a plan for the structural stabilization of the            

granary. The second, adopted November 21st, provides for dismantling the          

granary to preserve for future reconstruction, without rescinding the first          

resolution. The City Administrator’s issuance of non-conforming bid specs in          

disregard of both resolutions exceeds the authority delegated by the Council           

and is an abuse of his office. 

  

City personnel have consistently used the Fire Chief’s issuance of the           

October 17th raze order to justify attempts to destroy the granary swiftly and             

without further inquiry. But the evidence is clear that the raze order is a              

manufactured crisis, the entire purpose of which was to legitimize these hasty            

actions. This is clear from the complete lack of engineering data to support             

the order, and from the Fire Chief’s ongoing insistence that no one, not even              

insured and bonded professionals, may enter the granary to assess its           

condition-- even for purposes of submitting proposals and bids in response to            

Council resolutions. Documents obtained from the City in response to open           



record requests confirm that there is no engineering analysis to substantiate           

the raze order. Instead, city staff were asked to take measurements and share             

those findings with him. The Fire Chief claimed that those findings showed            

“building movement,” which the Mayor and Fire Chief later requested the City            

Administrator not to disclose to the Council. 

 

In November, the City Administrator and the City’s special legal counsel           

confirmed with the Department of Safety that the State has no intention of             

issuing forfeitures for a violation of the raze order, provided that the City             

continues to act to address the issue. Those assurances should have           

eliminated the claimed need for a rushed demolition of the granary. But an             

objective investigation of the granary’s condition is still being blocked by the            

Fire Chief. By claiming that the granary is in danger of collapse, but not              

allowing any qualified professional to test that claim, the Fire Chief has            

created perfect cover for the Mayor and those on the Council who wish to              

destroy the granary, regardless of public opinion and regardless of taxpayer           

expense.  

 

The Mayor and elements of the Council are using the Fire Chief’s raze             

order as political cover to impose their will. This is simply a tactic in the latest                

battle in their private war to control development on the west side. The             

timing and substance of the bid specifications for demolition of the granary            

are consistent with those efforts, and should be rejected by the Council. The             

costs to our community of allowing this deception to succeed are enormous, in             

terms of taxpayer dollars, in terms of creating a vibrant local tourist economy,             

and in terms of the preservation of Sturgeon Bay’s unique and historical sense             

of place which is central to the Society’s mission.  


